The Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) recommends the Figure of Merit (FOM) as a possible metric to confirm models that simulate deforestation baselines for Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD). The FOM ranges from 0% to 100%, where larger FOMs indicate more-accurate simulations. VCS requires that simulation models achieve a FOM greater than or equal to the percentage deforestation during the calibration period. This article analyses FOM's mathematical properties and illustrates FOM's empirical behavior by comparing various models that simulate deforestation and the resulting carbon disturbance in Bolivia during 2010-2014. The Total Operating Characteristic frames FOM's mathematical properties as a function of the quantity and allocation of simulated deforestation. A leaf graph shows how deforestation's quantity can be more influential than its allocation when simulating carbon disturbance. Results expose how current versions of the VCS methodologies could conceivably permit models that are less accurate than a random allocation of deforestation, while simultaneously prohibit models that are accurate concerning carbon disturbance. Conclusions give specific recommendations to improve the next version of the VCS methodology concerning three concepts: the simulated deforestation quantity, the required minimum FOM, and the simulated carbon disturbance.
Introduction
Computerized simulation models quantify the effects of conservation projects designed for Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD). A model simulates the deforestation and resulting greenhouse gas emissions that would likely occur without a conservation project. A project's offset is the model's simulated emissions minus the project's actual emissions. Larger simulated emissions produce larger offsets. Therefore, it is essential to use an appropriate simulation model. A variety of models and techniques are available [1] , but it is not immediately obvious how to select a model or its parameters. The National Research Council [2] emphasizes that selection criteria should relate to the model's purposes [3] . A model's purposes for REDD are to simulate deforestation and the resulting emissions. The Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) methodologies for unplanned deforestation recommends that model selection and confirmation use a metric called the Figure of Merit (FOM) [4] . This article analyzes the VCS criteria by examining the FOM's ability to evaluate simulation models with respect to the goals of REDD. Figure 1 illustrates the FOM, also known as the Jaccard index. The spatial extent is the forest area at the start of the simulation, which Figure 1 shows as 100% on the horizontal axis. The quantity of true deforestation is 20%. Any particular simulation can select any quantity of simulated deforestation between 0% and 100%. The vertical axis shows five possible simulated quantities: 4%, 12%, 20%, 60%, and 100%. For each quantity, the simulation model allocates the simulated deforestation in space, typically in a raster map of pixels. Confirmation compares the map of true deforestation to the map of deforestation in space, typically in a raster map of pixels. Confirmation compares the map of true deforestation to the map of simulated deforestation. The VCS uses the word "confirmation" rather than "validation" to describe this particular procedure, because the VCS uses "validation" to refer to other types of procedures. A Miss is where a pixel has true deforestation but simulated forest persistence. A Hit is where a pixel has true deforestation and simulated deforestation. A False Alarm is where a pixel has true forest persistence but simulated deforestation. A Correct Rejection is where a pixel has true forest persistence and simulated forest persistence. The true deforestation is the union of Misses and Hits. The simulated deforestation is the union of Hits and False Alarms. Hits plus Correct Rejections is the percent correct at the end of the simulation, which is not a useful metric because percent correct fails to distinguish between correctly simulated change and correctly simulated persistence. Any metric that fails to distinguish Hits from Correct Rejections is potentially misleading, such as when the kappa index compares the two maps at the end of the simulation [5] . Equation (1) defines the FOM, which is a ratio. The numerator is the size of the intersection of True deforestation and Simulated deforestation, which is the size of the Hits. The denominator is the size of the union of True deforestation and Simulated deforestation, which is the size of the sum of Misses, Hits and False Alarms. The Total Error is the sum of Misses and False Alarms. This article reports FOM as a percentage. FOM ranges theoretically from 0% to 100%, where 0% means no intersection between True deforestation and Simulated deforestation while 100% means perfect intersection between True deforestation and Simulated deforestation. Figure 1 illustrates how various quantities of simulated deforestation can produce the same FOM value. FOM combines information concerning quantity and allocation into one metric, thus FOM fails to distinguish clearly between the concepts of quantity and allocation. The 2012 Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) VM0015 version 1.1 Methodology for Avoided Unplanned Deforestation [6] (p. 54) calls for "appropriate statistical techniques" to measure the fit of a simulation model. The VCS's VM0015 reads, "Preference should be given to techniques that assess the accuracy of the prediction at the polygon level, such as the predicted quantity of total deforestation within the project area as compared to the observed one", where the observed one is presumably the true quantity of deforestation during the confirmation period. The VM0015 goes on to specify, "One of the assessment techniques that can be used is the ' Figure of Merit'". VCS's methodologies VM0015 and VMD0007 for unplanned deforestation [7] say that the FOM "must be used as the criterion for selecting the most accurate Deforestation Risk Map to be used for predicting future deforestation" and "The minimum threshold for the best fit as measured by the Figure of Merit (FOM) shall be defined by the net observed change in the reference region for the calibration period Equation (1) defines the FOM, which is a ratio. The numerator is the size of the intersection of True deforestation and Simulated deforestation, which is the size of the Hits. The denominator is the size of the union of True deforestation and Simulated deforestation, which is the size of the sum of Misses, Hits and False Alarms. The Total Error is the sum of Misses and False Alarms. This article reports FOM as a percentage. FOM ranges theoretically from 0% to 100%, where 0% means no intersection between True deforestation and Simulated deforestation while 100% means perfect intersection between True deforestation and Simulated deforestation. Figure 1 illustrates how various quantities of simulated deforestation can produce the same FOM value. FOM combines information concerning quantity and allocation into one metric, thus FOM fails to distinguish clearly between the concepts of quantity and allocation. The 2012 Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) VM0015 version 1.1 Methodology for Avoided Unplanned Deforestation [6] (p. 54) calls for "appropriate statistical techniques" to measure the fit of a simulation model. The VCS's VM0015 reads, "Preference should be given to techniques that assess the accuracy of the prediction at the polygon level, such as the predicted quantity of total deforestation within the project area as compared to the observed one", where the observed one is presumably the true quantity of deforestation during the confirmation period. The VM0015 goes on to specify, "One of the assessment techniques that can be used is the ' Figure of Merit'". VCS's methodologies VM0015 and VMD0007 for unplanned deforestation [7] say that the FOM "must be used as the criterion for selecting the most accurate Deforestation Risk Map to be used for predicting future deforestation" and "The minimum threshold for the best fit as measured by the Figure of Merit (FOM) shall be defined by the net observed change in the reference region for the calibration period of the model. Net observed change shall be calculated as the total area of change being modeled in reference region during the calibration period as percentage of the total area of the reference region. The FOM value shall be at least equivalent to this value." If the FOM value is below the minimum threshold, then VM0015 says "the project proponent must demonstrate that at least three models have been tested, and that the one with the best FOM is used", while VMD0007 says "project proponents must provide evidence that the FOM achieved is consistent with comparable studies given the nature of the project area and the data available." The calibration period defines the minimum threshold for the FOM value, while the calculated FOM applies to the confirmation period, which might have a duration and trends different from the calibration period. If the trends during the calibration period are different from the confirmation period, then VMD0015 allows a procedure where randomly selected tiles serve for both calibration and confirmation during a single period, in which case the resulting FOM indicates the model's ability to simulate across space, not through time.
The VCS documents cite References [8] and [9] , for which the first author is Pontius. Those two articles reported FOMs less than 15% for cases that had less than 10% net change during the confirmation period, not the calibration period. Approved REDD projects under VCS Scope 14 have used the FOM nine times with values ranging from 0.06% to 11.70% [10] . Pontius initially considered the VCS's minimum required threshold to be low before he interpreted the results in the article that you are now reading. Pontius considered the threshold as low because even a random allocation would produce a positive FOM. Furthermore, the VCS links its FOM criterion to the calibration period, while the VCS cites articles that relate the FOM to the confirmation period, thus the VCS criterion might allow FOM values that are less than the FOM expected from a randomly allocated simulation. VCS methodologies have changed over time. The previous version 1.0 of VM0015 [11] (p. 64) set the minimum threshold for FOM at 50% or 80% depending on the type of landscape. Pontius has seen only one case where FOM was as larger than 50% [12] . Pontius is also concerned that FOM focuses exclusively on the deforestation risk map, while the risk map's purpose is to simulate carbon disturbance. FOM does not necessarily indicate ability to simulate carbon disturbance, and there is not necessarily a linear relationship between deforestation and carbon disturbance [13] .
This article analyzes the FOM's appropriateness to confirm models for REDD with particular attention to three concepts: the simulated deforestation quantity, the required minimum FOM, and the simulated carbon disturbance. Section 2 describes the mathematical properties of the FOM with respect to the quantity and allocation of deforestation and the resulting carbon disturbance. Section 3 reports results in theory generally and in practice for Bolivia. Section 4 discusses the results with respect to the current VCS criteria. Section 5 concludes with recommended improvements for the next version of VCS methodology.
Materials and Methods
The case study of Bolivia has a data format that illustrates the generally applicable concepts. Figure 2 shows the materials, which are raster maps that have a spatial resolution of 990 m per pixel side. Figure 2a shows deforestation according to a combination of data sources concerning land cover [14] and forest change [15] . The reference region is the forest area at 2005. The calibration period is 2005-2010, and the confirmation period is 2010-2014. Deforestation during the calibration period was 1.1% of the forest area at 2005, equivalent to 1.1 thousand square kilometers per year. Deforestation during the confirmation period was 1.5% of the forest area at 2010, implying deforestation accelerated to 1.8 thousand square kilometers per year. Figure 2b shows distance from the deforestation that occurred during the calibration period. Figure 2c shows carbon stocks in terms of density of above ground biomass circa 2000 [16] . Simulation models typically use information from the calibration period to extrapolate deforestation during a confirmation period. Each possible simulation selects a quantity of simulated deforestation, and then allocates the selected quantity within the forest at the start of the confirmation period. For the Bolivia example, extrapolation of a constant annual area deforested during the calibration period would imply that deforestation during the confirmation period is 1% of the forest at the start of the confirmation period. This article examines the full range for the simulated deforestation quantity, from 0% to 100% in steps of 0.5% of the forest at 2010. For each simulated quantity, this article considers various possible allocations. Figure 2b dictates the Proximity allocation, which prioritizes deforestation closest to the deforestation during the calibration period. Figure 2c dictates the Lowest Carbon allocation, which prioritizes deforestation at the lowest carbon densities, similar to the conservative approach that the VCS's VMD0007 recommends [7] (p. 27). Figure 2c dictates also the Highest Carbon allocation, which prioritizes deforestation at the highest carbon densities. The Lowest Carbon and Highest Carbon allocations create lower and upper bounds concerning simulated carbon disturbance. The purpose of the Lowest and Highest Carbon allocations is to create lower and upper bounds concerning how simulated deforestation can influence carbon disturbance. The bounds reveal how simulated allocation compares to simulated quantity in terms of their influences on carbon disturbance. The Lowest and Highest Carbon allocations do not necessarily portray the most likely allocations. The Random allocation is the mathematical expectation for a model that allocates pixels at random. Comparison of the simulated deforestation with the true deforestation during the confirmation period produces Misses, Hits, False Alarms and Correct Rejections [17] . Those four measurements are inputs to various confirmation metrics, including the FOM.
Figures 3-7 show how this article's methods proceed. The horizontal axis is the quantity of simulated deforestation during the confirmation period expressed as a percentage of the forest area at the start of the confirmation period. Figures 3-7 come in pairs where the horizontal axis of (a) ranges from 0% to 100% and (b) ranges from 0% to 3%, which is double the true deforestation quantity. Part (a) of the figures shows the full range to explain the mathematical behavior of the metrics. Part (b) of the figures shows a zoomed in range to focus near the true and extrapolated quantity of deforestation during the confirmation period. Each of the four allocations has a bold marker, which indicates the true deforestation quantity during the confirmation period. Immediately to the left of each bold marker for each allocation is an enlarged marker, which indicates the deforestation quantity extrapolated from the calibration period. This article's supplementary materials contain the raster maps and a spreadsheet that links the data to the figures below. Simulation models typically use information from the calibration period to extrapolate deforestation during a confirmation period. Each possible simulation selects a quantity of simulated deforestation, and then allocates the selected quantity within the forest at the start of the confirmation period. For the Bolivia example, extrapolation of a constant annual area deforested during the calibration period would imply that deforestation during the confirmation period is 1% of the forest at the start of the confirmation period. This article examines the full range for the simulated deforestation quantity, from 0% to 100% in steps of 0.5% of the forest at 2010. For each simulated quantity, this article considers various possible allocations. Figure 2b dictates the Proximity allocation, which prioritizes deforestation closest to the deforestation during the calibration period. Figure 2c dictates the Lowest Carbon allocation, which prioritizes deforestation at the lowest carbon densities, similar to the conservative approach that the VCS's VMD0007 recommends [7] (p. 27). Figure 2c dictates also the Highest Carbon allocation, which prioritizes deforestation at the highest carbon densities. The Lowest Carbon and Highest Carbon allocations create lower and upper bounds concerning simulated carbon disturbance. The purpose of the Lowest and Highest Carbon allocations is to create lower and upper bounds concerning how simulated deforestation can influence carbon disturbance. The bounds reveal how simulated allocation compares to simulated quantity in terms of their influences on carbon disturbance. The Lowest and Highest Carbon allocations do not necessarily portray the most likely allocations. The Random allocation is the mathematical expectation for a model that allocates pixels at random. Comparison of the simulated deforestation with the true deforestation during the confirmation period produces Misses, Hits, False Alarms and Correct Rejections [17] . Those four measurements are inputs to various confirmation metrics, including the FOM.
Figures 3-7 show how this article's methods proceed. The horizontal axis is the quantity of simulated deforestation during the confirmation period expressed as a percentage of the forest area at the start of the confirmation period. Figures 3-7 come in pairs where the horizontal axis of (a) ranges from 0% to 100% and (b) ranges from 0% to 3%, which is double the true deforestation quantity. Part (a) of the figures shows the full range to explain the mathematical behavior of the metrics. Part (b) of the figures shows a zoomed in range to focus near the true and extrapolated quantity of deforestation during the confirmation period. Each of the four allocations has a bold marker, which indicates the true deforestation quantity during the confirmation period. Immediately to the left of each bold marker for each allocation is an enlarged marker, which indicates the deforestation quantity extrapolated from the calibration period. This article's Supplementary Materials contain the raster maps and a spreadsheet that links the data to the figures below. Figure 3 shows the Total Operating Characteristic (TOC) for the various allocations: Proximity, Lowest Carbon, Random and Highest Carbon. The TOC's space distinguishes between the concepts of quantity and allocation [18] . The horizontal axis communicates the concept of quantity, while the vertical axis communicates the concept of allocation. The TOC plots Hits versus the quantity of simulated deforestation. Hits range on the vertical axis from zero to the true deforestation quantity, which is 1.5% for Bolivia. The true deforestation quantity dictates the Minimum and Maximum bounds, which form a parallelogram. The Maximum bound is where the simulated allocation is as accurate as possible. The Maximum bound begins at the origin and then increases Hits but not False Alarms as the simulated quantity increases until the simulated quantity matches the true deforestation quantity at the upper left corner of the Maximum bound. The Maximum bound increases False Alarms as the deforestation quantity increases to the right of its corner point. The Minimum bound is where allocation is as erroneous as possible. The Minimum bound begins at the origin and then increases False Alarms but not Hits as the simulated quantity increases to the lower right corner of the Minimum bound. The Minimum bound then increases Hits as the deforestation quantity increases to the right of its corner point. The arrows illustrate how each point in the TOC space corresponds to a combination of Hits, Misses, False Alarms and Correct Rejections. Hits is the vertical distance between the point and the horizontal axis. Misses is the vertical distance between the point and the top horizontal line that denotes Hits plus Misses. False Alarms is the horizontal distance between the point and the left Maximum bound. Correct Rejections is the horizontal distance between the point and the right Minimum bound. The quantity of simulated deforestation is Hits plus False Alarms. The top segment of the Maximum bound is Hits plus Misses. The left segment of the Maximum bound is the one-to-one line where Hits equals the simulated quantity, which is where Figure 3 shows the Total Operating Characteristic (TOC) for the various allocations: Proximity, Lowest Carbon, Random and Highest Carbon. The TOC's space distinguishes between the concepts of quantity and allocation [18] . The horizontal axis communicates the concept of quantity, while the vertical axis communicates the concept of allocation. The TOC plots Hits versus the quantity of simulated deforestation. Hits range on the vertical axis from zero to the true deforestation quantity, which is 1.5% for Bolivia. The true deforestation quantity dictates the Minimum and Maximum bounds, which form a parallelogram. The Maximum bound is where the simulated allocation is as accurate as possible. The Maximum bound begins at the origin and then increases Hits but not False Alarms as the simulated quantity increases until the simulated quantity matches the true deforestation quantity at the upper left corner of the Maximum bound. The Maximum bound increases False Alarms as the deforestation quantity increases to the right of its corner point. The Minimum bound is where allocation is as erroneous as possible. The Minimum bound begins at the origin and then increases False Alarms but not Hits as the simulated quantity increases to the lower right corner of the Minimum bound. The Minimum bound then increases Hits as the deforestation quantity increases to the right of its corner point. The arrows illustrate how each point in the TOC space corresponds to a combination of Hits, Misses, False Alarms and Correct Rejections. Hits is the vertical distance between the point and the horizontal axis. Misses is the vertical distance between the point and the top horizontal line that denotes Hits plus Misses. False Alarms is the horizontal distance between the point and the left Maximum bound. Correct Rejections is the horizontal distance between the point and the right Minimum bound. The quantity of simulated deforestation is Hits plus False Alarms. The top segment of the Maximum bound is Hits plus Misses. The left segment of the Maximum bound is the one-to-one line where Hits equals the simulated quantity, which is where False Alarms are zero. The Random allocation is always a straight line from the origin to the upper right corner of the TOC space. Each allocation produces a curve. The Area Under Curve (AUC) is a summary metric that is equal to the area under the TOC curve within the bounding parallelogram divided by the area of the bounding parallelogram. The Maximum bound has AUC of 100%. The Random allocation has AUC of 50%. The Minimum bound has AUC of 0%. The AUC of the TOC is identical to the AUC of the less-informative Relative Operating Characteristic (ROC) [19] , which has become popular to assess the accuracy of allocation models [20] . Software exists in the language R for the TOC and in several additional packages for the ROC [21] . The arrows in Figure 3b show the point where the simulated quantity matches the extrapolated quantity. The behavior of each curve near this point reveals how the simulated quantity compares to the simulated allocation in terms of their influences on Misses, Hits, False Alarms and Correct Rejections. Figure 4 shows how TOC's space relates to the total error, which is equal to Misses plus False Alarms and is equal to quantity error plus allocation error [5] . Quantity error is the absolute difference between the simulated quantity and the true quantity of deforestation [22] . Quantity error is zero when the simulated deforestation quantity equals the true deforestation quantity. Quantity error increases one unit for each absolute unit that the simulated deforestation quantity deviates from the true deforestation quantity. Allocation error measures the degree to which the allocation is suboptimal. Allocation error is positive when both Misses and False Alarms are positive; allocation error is zero when either Misses or False Alarms are zero. The Maximum bound shows where allocation is optimal, thus where allocation error is zero. Allocation error increases two units for each unit that Hits decrease from the Maximum bound, because allocation error forms from pairs of Misses and False Alarms [5] . The star at the upper left corner of the Maximum bound marks the point where the simulated deforestation quantity matches the true deforestation quantity and the allocation is optimal, which is the only point where total error is 0%. Total error is 100% at only the lower right corner point of the Minimum bound. Various selections of constant total error form parallel lines in the TOC space. For a constant size of error, Equation (2) reveals that Hits is a linear function of the simulated quantity, where: s = the simulated quantity of deforestation as a proportion of the initial forest; T = the true quantity of deforestation as proportion of the initial forest = 0; and E = the total error as a proportion of the initial forest. Hits = (s + T − E)/2 (2) Figure 5 shows lines for constant FOMs within in the TOC space. A constant FOM forms a line from a point on the left bound to a point on either the right bound or the top bound. Larger FOMs form lines closer to the upper left corner, while smaller FOMs form lines closer to the horizontal axis. If FOM equals the true deforestation quantity, then the line extends from the origin to the upper right corner, which is identical to the Random allocation TOC line. Equation (3) shows how Hits is a linear function of the simulated quantity for a constant FOM, where F = the FOM as a proportion < 1. Figure 6 shows FOM versus the quantity of simulated deforestation. VCS methodology requires that a simulation model attain FOM greater than or equal to the percent deforestation during the calibration period, which is 1.1% for Bolivia. Therefore, Figure 6 shows a horizontal line at 1.1%. If simulated deforestation is greater than 70% of the initial forest area, then all allocations exceed the required FOM for Bolivia. Figure 6b shows that if the simulated quantity matches the true quantity of deforestation, then the Proximity allocation has FOM of 9.7% while the other three allocations have FOM values less than the required FOM. FOM for the Lowest Carbon allocation is below the required FOM until the simulated deforestation increases to double the true deforestation. Equations (4)- (6) define the mathematical behavior of the FOM as a function of s and T. Equation (4) describes how the Maximum FOM approaches one as the simulated deforestation approaches the true deforestation proportion during the confirmation period. Equation (5) shows that the FOM of the Random allocation is always less than or equal to T. Equations (4)- (6) Figure 7 is a leaf graph that shows carbon disturbed versus the quantity of simulated deforestation [23] . The carbon disturbed is the mass of carbon at the locations where the model simulates deforestation. Both axes of the leaf graph range from 0% to 100%, because the carbon disturbed ranges from zero to all of the mass of the carbon in the initial forest, as the simulated deforestation ranges from 0% to 100% of the initial forest. The Random allocation forms a straight line from the origin to the upper right corner. The Lowest Carbon allocation and the Highest Carbon allocation form respectively lower and upper bounds in which the carbon disturbance must reside for any allocation. The shapes of the bounds inspire the name of the leaf graph. When simulated quantity is 50%, the Highest and Lowest Carbon allocation form their maximum range, which is 38 percentage points for Bolivia. When simulated quantity is 25%, the Random and Proximity allocations form their maximum range, which is 3 percentage points for Bolivia. The star in Figure 7b shows that the true deforestation was 1.5% of the initial forest area while the actual carbon disturbance was 1.2% of the initial carbon mass. This means that the actual deforestation during the confirmation period occurred in forests that had less than the average carbon density, which is a characteristic that the Proximity allocation portrays. When the simulated deforestation quantity matches true deforestation quantity, the less-than-perfect Proximity allocation explains all of the −0.1 deviation between simulated and actual carbon disturbance. When the simulated deforestation quantity matches extrapolated deforestation quantity, the quantity of deforestation is five times more influential than the Proximity allocation when forming the −0.6 deviation between simulated and actual carbon disturbance. These influences derive from Equations (7) and (8), where c(s) = simulated carbon disturbance at the simulated deforestation quantity s, c(T) = simulated carbon disturbance at the true deforestation quantity T; and A = actual carbon disturbance. Equation (7) attributes the deviation to two influences: Allocation and Quantity. Equation (8) shows how the deviation c(s) − A between simulated and actual carbon disturbance is the sum of its two influences. Figure 8 shows FOM versus simulated carbon disturbed. The horizontal expresses simulated carbon disturbance as a multiple of actual carbon disturbance, which is the mass of simulated carbon disturbance divided by the mass of actual carbon disturbance during the confirmation period. Therefore, one on the horizontal axis in Figure 8 is where simulated equals actual carbon disturbance. The maximum multiple on the horizontal is 85, because the initial forest has 85 times more carbon mass than the carbon mass disturbed during the confirmation period. The results show how FOM does not indicate accuracy of carbon disturbance. FOMs for the Random and Highest allocations increase monotonically with increasing carbon disturbance. All four allocations produce FOMs greater than the VCS's required FOM when the simulated carbon disturbance is greater than 76 times the actual carbon disturbance. The Lowest Carbon allocation produces greater than the required FOM where the simulated carbon disturbance ranges from 0.22 to 85 times the actual carbon disturbance. The Proximity allocation produces greater than the required FOM where the simulated carbon disturbance ranges from 0.15 to 85 times the actual carbon disturbance. None of the allocations has its peak FOM at one on the horizontal axis, where simulated carbon disturbance is correct. The greatest FOM is 11.2% for the Proximity allocation where simulated carbon disturbance is 2.4 times the actual carbon disturbance. The bold markers indicate that Proximity simulates carbon disturbance more accurately than the other three allocations at the true quantity of deforestation. The enlarged markers to the immediate left of the bold markers indicate that the Random allocation simulates carbon disturbance most accurately at the extrapolated quantity of simulated deforestation, despite that the Random FOM is below the required FOM at that extrapolated quantity of deforestation. where the simulated carbon disturbance ranges from 0.22 to 85 times the actual carbon disturbance. The Proximity allocation produces greater than the required FOM where the simulated carbon disturbance ranges from 0.15 to 85 times the actual carbon disturbance. None of the allocations has its peak FOM at one on the horizontal axis, where simulated carbon disturbance is correct. The greatest FOM is 11.2% for the Proximity allocation where simulated carbon disturbance is 2.4 times the actual carbon disturbance. The bold markers indicate that Proximity simulates carbon disturbance more accurately than the other three allocations at the true quantity of deforestation. The enlarged markers to the immediate left of the bold markers indicate that the Random allocation simulates carbon disturbance most accurately at the extrapolated quantity of simulated deforestation, despite that the Random FOM is below the required FOM at that extrapolated quantity of deforestation. 
Results

Discussion
VCS methodology VM0015 version 1.0 required FOM to be at least 50%, which would have prohibited all four allocations for the Bolivia case. VCS's VM0015 version 1.1 and VMD0007 have a different requirement for FOM, which implies the FOM for Bolivia must be at least 1.1%. This threshold would permit the Proximity allocation but would still prohibit the Low Carbon, Random and High Carbon allocations. The Proximity allocation simulates deforestation on the 2010 forest that where the simulated carbon disturbance ranges from 0.22 to 85 times the actual carbon disturbance. The Proximity allocation produces greater than the required FOM where the simulated carbon disturbance ranges from 0.15 to 85 times the actual carbon disturbance. None of the allocations has its peak FOM at one on the horizontal axis, where simulated carbon disturbance is correct. The greatest FOM is 11.2% for the Proximity allocation where simulated carbon disturbance is 2.4 times the actual carbon disturbance. The bold markers indicate that Proximity simulates carbon disturbance more accurately than the other three allocations at the true quantity of deforestation. The enlarged markers to the immediate left of the bold markers indicate that the Random allocation simulates carbon disturbance most accurately at the extrapolated quantity of simulated deforestation, despite that the Random FOM is below the required FOM at that extrapolated quantity of deforestation. 
VCS methodology VM0015 version 1.0 required FOM to be at least 50%, which would have prohibited all four allocations for the Bolivia case. VCS's VM0015 version 1.1 and VMD0007 have a different requirement for FOM, which implies the FOM for Bolivia must be at least 1.1%. This threshold would permit the Proximity allocation but would still prohibit the Low Carbon, Random and High Carbon allocations. The Proximity allocation simulates deforestation on the 2010 forest that had less that average carbon density, which is what actually occurred. In fact, the Proximity allocation simulates 0.88 times the actual mass of carbon disturbance when the quantity of simulated deforestation matches the true quantity of deforestation. Thus, the most recent version of the VCS methodology allows an under prediction of the actual carbon disturbance in Bolivia by 12%, which researchers might consider acceptable. Nevertheless, analysis of FOM's mathematical behavior reveals that VM0015 version 1.1 and VMD0007 have room for improvement concerning three concepts. These three concepts apply to modeling in ways that extend beyond REDD projects.
The first concept concerns the simulated deforestation quantity during model confirmation. A single deforestation risk map can have various FOMs depending on the simulated deforestation quantity. The risk map's purpose is to specify allocation, not quantity. Therefore, if one were to focus on a single quantity, then it makes sense to select a quantity that allows for the most informative assessment of allocation. The current VCS methodology selects the deforestation risk map that has the largest FOM at the extrapolated deforestation quantity. However, the extrapolated deforestation quantity can vary depending on the calibration period and the method of extrapolation [24] . The true deforestation quantity is the only point that allows the maximum possible range for FOM to assess the ability of a risk map to allocate deforestation during the confirmation period. If a reader misconstrues the VCS methodology to mean that the modeler must select the quantity of simulated deforestation that maximizes FOM, then the selected quantity can deviate substantially from the true deforestation quantity. For example, the maximum overall FOM for Bolivia occurs when the simulated quantity is 2.7 times the true quantity of deforestation. Other quantities of simulated deforestation can give additional insights. Therefore, TOC curves are helpful to show how the simulated quantity influences the size of Hits. The TOC space shows that the maximum possible range for Hits exists where the simulated deforestation proportion s is between the true deforestation proportion T and 1 − T. However, the extrapolated quantity might not be in that range, as is the case for Bolivia. The allocation that has the largest size of Hits at a particular quantity is the allocation that has largest FOM at that quantity. Other accuracy metrics besides FOM also reach their largest values at a given quantity when Hits are largest. For example, percentage correct between the simulated deforestation and the true deforestation is largest when Hits is largest at any fixed simulated quantity. The AUC of the TOC and the shape of the TOC curves can be helpful to distinguish among various allocations [25] , especially when the best allocation at the true deforestation quantity differs from the best allocation at other deforestation quantities. The take home message is that modelers should interpret the TOC, because the TOC offers helpful insights by examining various deforestation quantities.
The second concept concerns the required minimum FOM. The VCS requires that FOM be at least the percentage of the net observed change in the reference region for the calibration period. If "net observed change" means forest gain minus forest loss, then net observed change could be negative or zero, in which case any allocation would qualify, because FOM is always greater or equal to zero. The meaning of "net observed change" is ambiguous in the VCS documents concerning the meaning of "net". Pages 7-8 of VCS's VM0015 show reference regions that contain a category called "No-Forest", where presumably forest could gain. Page 17 of VM0015 defines the reference region as "the spatial delimitation of the analytic domain from which information about rates, agents, drivers, and patterns of land-use and land-cover change (LU/LC-change) will be obtained, projected into the future and monitored". Therefore, LU/LC-change might conceivably include forest gain. However, page 7 of VM0015 defines the reference region as "the analytical domain from which information on historical deforestation is extracted and projected into the future to spatially locate the area that will be deforested in the baseline case." Therefore, it seems that that "net observed change" in VM0015 means forest loss, despite the fact that "net observed change" includes losses and gains among all categories in the journal article that VM0015 cites [9] . The VCS language should have a single clear definition of reference region. Also, if the VCS uses the word "net", then the VCS should have a clear definition of "net". Moreover, the VCS compares the FOM during the confirmation period to the deforestation percentage during the calibration period. If the deforestation percentage during the calibration period is less than the deforestation percentage during the confirmation period, then Equation (5) shows how the VCS could permit allocations that are less accurate than a random allocation, as the Bolivia example illustrates. Most importantly, modelers must define a clear criterion for model performance that matches the purpose of the model.
The third concept concerns how the quantity and allocation of deforestation influences carbon disturbance. The VCS methodology for model selection focuses on deforestation, but a REDD project aims to reduce carbon disturbance. The FOM indicates the accuracy of deforestation, not of carbon disturbance. If the FOM is 100%, then the simulated carbon disturbance is accurate; however, the converse is not true. An accurate prediction of carbon disturbance can exist when FOM is 0%. Furthermore, FOM combines quantity error and allocation error into one metric, but quantity and allocation can have different influences on carbon disturbance. For example, Bolivia's leaf graph illustrates how the extrapolated quantity has five times more influence than the Proximity allocation on the deviation between simulated and actual carbon disturbance. If carbon density is homogenous, then deforestation quantity dictates carbon disturbance while deforestation allocation does not influence the carbon disturbance. Thus, a particular allocation might simulate carbon disturbance accurately even when the allocation fails to qualify according to current VCS methodologies. For example, a Random allocation is more accurate than the Proximity allocation for simulating carbon disturbance at the extrapolated quantity for Bolivia; however, the Random allocation fails to achieve the required FOM at the extrapolated quantity while the Proximity achieves the required FOM. Furthermore, randomized allocations have variation, thus some randomized allocations might be as accurate as the Proximity allocation in terms of carbon disturbance. A high requirement for FOM can defeat the goal to simulate carbon disturbance accurately. Even if carbon density is homogenous, then simulated allocation can still be important to show how much of the simulated deforestation falls into the REDD project area as opposed to outside the project area; however, allocation error within the project area would not influence the mass of carbon disturbance within the project area. The main point is that modelers must measure the influence of quantity specification relative to the influence of allocation specification, because quantity error and allocation error might not be equally important for the purpose of the model.
Future research should address uncertainties in at least two respects. First is to incorporate uncertainty concerning the carbon stocks. Sensitivity analysis could quantify how uncertainty in the carbon stocks compares to uncertainty in the simulated deforestation when simulating carbon disturbance. Second is to translate the simulated carbon disturbance into greenhouse gas emissions, because the ultimate goal of REDD projects is to reduce emissions.
Conclusions
This article examines the Figure of Merit and related criteria to confirm deforestation simulation models for REDD. The FOM can be appropriate when interpreted properly to compare various simulations of deforestation, but the FOM does not necessarily indicate the accuracy of carbon disturbance. The next version of VCS methodology should have improvements concerning three concepts.
The first concept concerns the simulated deforestation quantity. VCS's VM0015 version 1.1 specifies, "Preference should be given to techniques that assess the accuracy of the prediction at the polygon level, such as the predicted quantity of total deforestation within the project area as compared to the observed one." The next version of that rule should be "Preference should be given to techniques that assess the accuracy of the prediction at the true quantity of deforestation within the project area." It is not clear how to assess accuracy at the polygon level [26] , especially when the elements of a raster map are pixels. If modelers consider a single quantity, then the true quantity of deforestation is the quantity that distinguishes best among allocation models. A related VCS rule specifies, "The highest percent FOM must be used as the criterion for selecting the most accurate Deforestation Risk Map to be used for predicting future deforestation." The phrase "The highest percent FOM must be used" should be "The highest FOM at the true quantity of deforestation is preferred to be used" for clarity, because a single risk map can have various FOM values depending on the simulated quantity. Other metrics offer other types of insights. A complimentary metric is the AUC of the TOC, which integrates results across various simulated quantities. The VCS methodology should recommend display and interpretation of TOC curves, to show how the simulated deforestation quantity affects model accuracy.
The second concept concerns the required minimum FOM. The current VCS rule specifies, "The minimum threshold for the best fit as measured by the Figure of Merit (FOM) shall be defined by the net observed change in the reference region for the calibration period of the model. Net observed change shall be calculated as the total area of change being modeled in reference region during the calibration period as percentage of the total area of the reference region. The FOM value shall be at least equivalent to this value." Those three sentences should be, "The FOM's minimum percentage must be larger than the deforestation area in the reference region during the confirmation period expressed as a percentage of the forest area in the reference region at the start of the confirmation period." This modification would assure that the period of the required FOM matches the period of the confirmation data, which would assure that the simulated allocation is more accurate than a random allocation. The modification also would avoid possible confusion concerning the definition of net observed change.
The third concept concerns carbon disturbance. Future VCS methodology should use a leaf graph to show how the deforestation's quantity and allocation influences the simulated carbon disturbance. The leaf graph shows the carbon disturbance across various quantities of deforestation, while simultaneously compares any proposed allocation to a random allocation within the range of possible allocations of deforestation. This is important because if the carbon density is homogenous across the initial forest area, then a random allocation of deforestation will produce the same mass of carbon disturbance as any other allocation of deforestation. This final recommendation would help to align the VCS criteria with the goals of REDD.
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